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History, Historians, and Conservatism in Britain and America examines the subjects, motives, and personal and intellectual origins of conservative historians who were also successful public intellectuals. In their search for a persuasive and wide appeal, conservatives depended until at least the 1960s upon history and historians to provide conservative concepts with authority and authenticity. 

Beginning with the Great War in Britain and the Second World War in America, conservative historians participated actively and influentially in debates about the heart, soul, and especially the mind of conservatism. Particular emphasis is placed on four historians in Britain-F. J. C. Hearnshaw, Keith Feiling, Arthur Bryant, and Herbert Butterfield-and three in America-Daniel Boorstin, Peter Viereck, and Russell Kirk-who developed conservative responses to unprecedented and threatening events both at home and abroad. These historians shared basic assumptions about human nature and society, but their subjects, interpretations, conclusions, and prescriptions were independent and idiosyncratic. Uniquely close to powerful political figures, each historian also spoke directly to a large public, which bought their books, read their contributions to newspapers and journals, listened to them on the radio, and watched them on television. 
  
Provocative and compelling, Reba Soffer's pioneering study provides a comprehensive explanation of the content, context, and consequences of conservative ideas that became dominant in Britain and remained marginal in America until the Reagan ascendancy.
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Raspberry Pi LED BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and test LED-based projects using the Raspberry Pi


	About This Book

	
		Implement real LED-based projects for Raspberry Pi
	
		Learn to interface various LED modules such as LEDs, 7-segment, 4-digits 7 segment, and dot matrix to Raspberry Pi
	
		Get hands-on experience by...
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User-centered Design of Online Learning CommunitiesIGI Global, 2006
This collection makes a valuable contribution to the already large literature of online learning communities. The 16 chapters come from diverse international sources, but they are satisfyingly narrow in their focus on user-centered design, analysis, and evaluation.

The opening chapter provides a role model for what follows: good reviews...
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SQL for Microsoft Access, Second Edition (Wordware Applications Library)Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2008
SQL for Microsoft Access, Second Edition provides a guide to getting the most out of Microsoft Access through the use of Structured Query Language. Step-by-step examples demonstrate how to use SQL script to create tables, add records to tables, and retrieve and manage records. Readers will also learn about calculated fields, Access projects, and...
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Digital Participation and Collaboration in Architectural DesignRoutledge, 2018

	
		The emergence of new digital and visualisation technologies in recent years has led to rapid changes in the field of architecture. Current drives to incorporate building information modelling as a part of architectural design are giving way to the increased use of IT and visualisation in architectural design, user participation and...
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Innovation Games: Creating Breakthrough Products Through Collaborative PlayAddison Wesley, 2006
Innovation Through Understandingsm

The toughest part of innovation? Accurately predicting what customers want, need, and will pay for. Even if you ask them, they often can't explain what they want. Now, there's a breakthrough solution: Innovation...
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Lossy Image Compression: Domain Decomposition-Based Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	Image data compression is concerned with minimization of the number of information
	carrying units used to represent an image. Image compression schemes can
	be divided into two broad classes: lossless compression schemes and lossy compression
	schemes. Lossless compression techniques, as their name implies aim at
	exact reconstruction...
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